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NIKOLA N. STEPIĆ1CONCORDIA UNIVERSITYCENTRE FOR INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES IN SOCIETY AND CULTURESPECTACLES OF SHAME: RYAN MURPHY AS CURATOR OF QUEER CULTURAL MEMORYABSTRACT. In the anthology Queer Shame, edited by David M. Halperin and Valerie
Traub, “the personal and the social shame attached to eroticism” is taken to
task in relation to the larger contemporary discourse surrounding gay pride
(understood in terms of activism and cultural production), while being seen
as a defining characteristic of queer history, culture and identity. Shame, as
theorized by Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Halperin and others, is predicated on
a larger issue of queer people’s access to discursive power, which Sedgwick
herself had theorized in The Epistemology of the Closet. Such a conceptual-
izing of queer culture and queer politics begs the interrogation of how
queer shame is contained and negotiated in contemporary popular culture.

One of the most successful auteurs working in film and television today,
Ryan Murphy’s opus is marked by a constant dialogue with queer cultural
artifacts. The excitement that his productions generate is typically predicat-
ed on his use of queer cultural objects, especially as they are rearticulated for
mainstream audiences. This paper investigates the inherent shame of queer
memory as embodied in Murphy’s show American Horror Story through ref-
erence and negotiation of queer icons, filmic traditions and on-screen
bodies. Utilizing queer and film theory as its framework, this paper treats
Murphy’s queer vernacular as the uncanny that destabilizes conventions of
both the horror genre and mainstream television, in turn legitimizing and ex-
ploiting “shameful” queer categories such as trauma, excess, diva worship
and camp through the language of popular television and the bodies that
populate it. Finally, this essay evaluates the productive power of Murphy’s1 mr.stepic@gmail.comThis paper was submitted on July 5, 2017 and accepted for publication at the meeting of the Edito-rial Board held on September 19, 2017.



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/201772 NIKOLA N. STEPIĆrepository of “disgraceful” bodily images—allegorical and literal—in further-
ing a critical remediation of the vernacular of queer shame.KEYWORDS: Аmerican Horror Story, camp, diva worship, horror, Lady Gaga, Marlene
Dietrich, popular culture, queer memory, queer shame, Ryan Murphy, tele-
vision, the uncanny.

INTRODUCTIONIn Gay Shame, an anthology that emerged from a conference of thesame name held in 2003 at the University of Michigan, editorsDavid M. Halperin and Valerie Traub tackle the notion of “thepersonal and the social shame attached to same-sex eroticism”(Halperin and Traub, 2009, p. 3). They situate the problem of shamewithin, and in opposition to, the contemporary discoursesurrounding gay pride, which they loosely define as “a broad socialmovement for sexual freedom” (3). While shame has become asensation due for erasure in the sociocultural context of Pride, theanthology attempts to excavate shame from contemporarydiscourse by positing it as a defining characteristic of queer histo-ry, culture and identity formation.In her contribution to the anthology, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwickengages with Henry James’ The Art of the Novel: Critical Prefaces, andspecifically James’ therapeutic revisions of his prefaces that wouldhelp him come to terms with his younger self, “cathecting or eroti-cizing that very shame as a way of coming into loving relation toqueer or ‘compromising’ youth” (Sedgwick, 2009, p. 54). Sedgwickcharacterizes James’ relationship with his younger self as a strate-gy of “dramatizing and integrating shame, in the sense ofrendering [it] narratively, emotionally, and performatively produc-tive” (57). Such a return to the scene of the crime, where a queeridentity begins to emerge and is infused with feelings of shame, thereturn to a younger self being “by definition homoerotic” (Sedg-wick, 2009, p. 57), may also be read as paradigmatic vis-à-vis thecirculation and (re)emergence of historic queer texts, artifacts andbodies in contemporary culture.This paper takes as its object of study the work of televisualauteur Ryan Murphy. While intermittently referring to other worksfrom Murphy’s large opus, the essay primarily engages with theshow American Horror Story in order to analyze the representationsof “shameful” queer memory and culture in works otherwise



SPECTACLES OF SHAME: RYAN MURPHY AS CURATOR OF QUEER CULTURAL MEMORYNIKOLA N. STEPIĆ 73marketed to a mainstream televisual audience. Premiering in 2011,American Horror Story is an anthology show, with six season airing todate – each a self-contained mini-series, with recurring castmembers playing different characters in different settings. Thefirst season, titled Murder House, follows the plights of a familyliving in a haunted house in Los Angeles. Asylum is set in a 1960smental institution, terrorized by supernatural forces, unethicalmedical and religious authorities, and a serial killer. Coven centersaround a conflict between two collectives of witches in contempo-rary New Orleans. Freak Show follows a group of biological raritiesin a 1950s travelling circus. Hotel is set in a contemporary Los Ange-les hotel run by vampires. Finally, Roanoke capitalizes on thelegends surrounding the Lost Colony in a contemporary ghost tale.In his book Making Things Perfectly Queer: Interpreting Mass Culture,Alexander Doty contributes to the field of reception theory byproposing “’queerness’ as a mass culture reception practice that isshared by all sorts of people in varying degrees of consistency andintensity” (2). He posits that,Queer positions, queer readings, and queer pleasures are part of a re-ception space that stands simultaneously beside and within thatcreated by heterosexual and straight positions. These positions, read-ings, and pleasures also suggest that what happens in culturalreception goes beyond the traditional opposition of homo and hete-ro, as queer reception is often a place beyond the audience’sconscious “real-life” definition of their sexual identities and culturalpositions – often, but not always, beyond such sexual identities andidentity politics, that is. (Doty, 1993, p. 15)This negotiation of on-screen bodies, whether explicitly queer orso coded, and the spectator’s possible queer readings of the text,form the backbone of this paper’s argument. Involved on all levelsof production as a creator, writer, producer and director on hisshows, Murphy belongs to the tradition of auteurs, defined by filmtheorist Susan Hayward as referring to either “a director’s discern-ible style through mise-en-scène or to film-making practices wherethe director’s signature was as much in evidence on the script/scenario as it was on the film product itself” (Hayward, 2001, 21).Murphy is well-known for both his distinct style which repeatedlyengages in queer vernacular, and for working on explicitly queerprojects, such as adapting and directing Augusten Burroughs’Running with Scissors (2006) for the big screen and directing the tele-visual adaptation of Larry Kramer’s The Normal Heart (2014) for



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/201774 NIKOLA N. STEPIĆHBO. Moreover, his work for television repeatedly engages withand advocates contemporary queer issues, most overtly in Glee andThe New Normal. Marked by a constant dialogue with filmic, artisticand historic culture that has traditionally been understood orappropriated as queer, the excitement that a Ryan Murphy produc-tion generates is typically predicated on his use of queer culturalobjects, especially as they are re-negotiated in works aimed at alarger, mainstream audience.This paper combines queer theory rooted in star studies andcelebrity culture on the one hand, and the horror genre on theother, in order to investigate Murphy’s mobilization of queermemory, specifically as it figures into shame as a notion constitu-tive of, and embodied in, queer identities. The assumption is thatshame is not only central to the formation of queer taste andmemory, but also that Murphy’s usage of horror tropes triggersboth pleasure and repulsion as they emerge from these culturalreferences, in turn figuring into the shows’ queer sensibility. Theuse of the term “queer” in this paper aligns with that of Sedgwick’sin her article on Henry James. In her theorization of shame, shewrites:I’d venture that queerness in this sense has, at this historical mo-ment, some definitionally very significant overlap, though avibrantly elastic and temporally convoluted one, with the complex ofattributes today condensed as adult or adolescent “gayness.” (Sedg-wick, 2009, p. 60)For the purposes of this paper, I will allow myself the elasticity ofthe term that Sedgwick herself allows, locating queerness in whatcan be described as Murphy’s loose gestures towards “gay” memo-ry and cultural production, while remaining conscious of the factthat the very term is far from exhaustive, instead necessarily inter-secting with the politics and questions of, most notably, othergender and sexual identities.
DISARTICULATING CELEBRITYIn his piece, “Shame on Me, or The Naked Truth About Me andMarlene Dietrich,” David Caron recounts his childhood idolatry ofDietrich as both affirmative and shameful during his period ofsexual and gender formation. Caron argues that, in terms of gender



SPECTACLES OF SHAME: RYAN MURPHY AS CURATOR OF QUEER CULTURAL MEMORYNIKOLA N. STEPIĆ 75and sexuality, “queer lives are a matter of troping,” or “[obeyingand disobeying] the injunction in one single move – to be someoneelse, all right, but the wrong person” (118). The idea of “troping” isat the center of Murphy’s work, populated as it is by stock charac-ters and popular archetypes. From the high school setting of Glee,with its roots in American musical theater and youth culture, toAmerican Horror Story, with its wealth of references to classic cine-ma, horror and otherwise, to Feud, which dramatizes the conflictbetween Bette Davis and Joan Crawford on the set of What EverHappened to Baby Jane? and beyond, Murphy introduces the “wrongpeople” – silver screen idols of the 1950s and pop music sirens,from Marlene Dietrich and Olivia de Havilland, to Madonna andOlivia Newton-John. These references do not always come out ofthe narrative naturally, but rather feel curated and knowinglyinserted as references, and range from allusions for those “in theknow” to outright didacticism where the joke is announced andpromptly explained. For example, Billie Catherine Lourd plays acharacter on Scream Queens who repeatedly wears ear muffs in asubtle nod to her real-life mother Carrie Fisher’s hairstyle as Prin-cess Leia in the Star Wars franchise; on the other hand, OliviaNewton-John herself appears on Glee and refers to herself as,“Olivia Newton-John, star of Grease, the most successful moviemusical of all time” (Brennan, “Bad Reputation”). By constructingnarratives around these queer cultural icons, Murphy and hiscollaborators (most frequently, Ian Brennan and Brad Falchuk)position themselves as announcers and curators of queer memory,with the shows balancing their mainstream status on the one hand,and inherent “gayness” on the other. As Caron suggests in hisdeconstruction of Dietrich, queerness emerges in Ryan Murphy’sworks as both empowering and deeply unsettling.Caron argues that photographs of Dietrich emphasize artifice,distancing the spectator from the notion of authenticity. She iseffectively a construct, yet Caron wonders, “Could the staunchestdevotion survive the ghastly spectacle of truth?” (123) With thisquestion, Caron offers a point of entry into the problematic of gayshame – as much as gay lives have traditionally been built withsecrecy, lies and illusion as frequent parameters, the truth remainsthe most socially objectionable thing, as the truth of the matter isone’s sexuality. Favoring illusion and a plurality of meanings thusbecomes a practice of resisting heterocentrism, a kind of queerlabor Murphy and his collaborators indulge in by saturating stand-



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/201776 NIKOLA N. STEPIĆard televisual fare (melodrama, teen comedy, horror) with campaesthetics. As Fabio Cleto explains in his introduction to the anthol-ogy Camp: Queer Aesthetics and the Performing Subject,Representational excess, heterogeneity, and gratuitousness of refer-ence, in constituting a major raison d’être of camp’s fun andexclusiveness, both signal and contribute to an overall resistance todefinition, drawing the contours of an aesthetic of (critical) failure: […]it challenges the cultural imperatives that rely on the manageabilityof discreet (distinct and docile) historical and aesthetic categories.(Cleto, 1999, p. 3, emphasis in original)As Cleto’s passage suggests, there exists a strong connectionbetween camp and queer shame. It is not merely that camp holdsthe potential to challenge cultural norms; its propensity to outline“an aesthetic of failure” is directly linked to the aestheticization ofspectacle for the purposes of self-fashioning that Caron outlines inhis chapter on Marlene Dietrich. Such a connection between homo-sexuality and camp is duly noted in Susan Sontag’s seminal “Noteson ‘Camp,’” originally published in 1964, where she writes, “Homo-sexuals have pinned their integration into society on promotingthe aesthetic sense. Camp is a solvent of morality. It neutralizesmoral indignation, sponsors playfulness” (64). That the homosexu-al aesthetic as a mode of living is predicated on a sense of taste, onthe false distinction between “high” and “low” culture, or esteemand shame, is not lost on Sontag:The experiences of Camp are based on the great discovery that thesensibility of high culture has no monopoly on refinement. Camp as-serts that good taste is not simply good taste; that there exists,indeed, a good taste of bad taste. (Sontag, 1999, p. 65)As quoted by Christopher Castiglia and Christopher Reed in theirdeconstruction of the television show Will & Grace as a text aboutidentity and queer community-formation, Stuart Hall defines iden-tity as “the names we give to the different ways we are positionedby, and position ourselves in, the narratives of the past” (Castigliaand Reed, 2003, p. 158). Thus, shame, queer culture and queer iden-tity are inextricably linked, as identity is not only a matter ofcultural history, but also of taste. The aura of low culture, of campas legitimized bad taste, still pervades queer culture and denotes itsicons, legends and stars as somehow inherently shameful, preciselybecause shared culture becomes the locus of the marginalized,shamed identity. It is in this context that Ryan Murphy’s shows



SPECTACLES OF SHAME: RYAN MURPHY AS CURATOR OF QUEER CULTURAL MEMORYNIKOLA N. STEPIĆ 77operate, producing affective pleasure by simultaneously unearth-ing and legitimizing queer cultural memory, and deconstructingand cannibalizing it.The artifice of Marlene Dietrich is her appeal; in a queer gesture,she forgoes a claim to authenticity by embracing the construct ofthe public persona. Thus, when in American Horror Story: Freak ShowMurphy introduces Jessica Lange as Elsa Mars, musical performerand the manager of a dying freak show and an obvious riff on Diet-rich herself, from her costumes to her accent, he undermines anobvious love letter to the German actress in two important ways. Tobegin with, Lange camps it up, underscoring the idea that Elsa isdown on her luck, a wannabe actress who indiscriminately sleepsaround and drinks, the latter mirroring Caron’s affection for Diet-rich as an exercise in artifice, “knowing that [Dietrich] wascompletely plastered and that her face was pulled up by safety pinstucked under the wig” (Caron, 2009, p. 123). In other words, Langeplays Dietrich as her opposite, a grotesque doppelgänger to a figurenoted for her composure and beauty. Caron’s ghastly image of Diet-rich’s face kept in place by safety pins only works to highlight theartifice; in Murphy, this reoccurs at the end of an episode, when, tothe surprise of the viewer, Elsa removes her legs before going tobed, revealing that she is an amputee. Her disability offsets Lange’scampy performance in a truly touching moment, which emphasizesstars as constructs, masters of deceit. By having a camp icon in herown right play a “bootleg” version of Dietrich only for her to liter-ally disarticulate herself at the end of the episode, Murphy visuallydeconstructs the notion of celebrity as it figures in queer culturalmemory. The removal of “Marlene Dietrich’s” legs reads as acoming out of sorts, an unmasking of the character’s (and her fans’)carefully constructed artifice that is a strategy for survival as muchas it is an exercise in aestheticism.On the other hand, American Horror Story does not shy away fromthe spectacle of the male body. In fact, the male body is arguablymore sexualized than the women’s, as the show features a largenumber of scenes featuring male nudity, rarely matched on othertelevision programming outside of premium cable networks suchas HBO or Showtime. Here, Murphy partakes in a discourse thatRichard Dyer dubs “star as a phenomenon of consumption” (Dyer,1998, p. 17). In his book Stars, Dyer theorizes the appeal of celebrity,and in the context of Hollywood film argues a sexual dimension inthe spectators’ love for the on-screen stars. Taking up existing



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/201778 NIKOLA N. STEPIĆtheorizations of the relationships between spectators andon-screen bodies by Andrew Tudor and Leo Handel, Dyer contendsthat sexual attraction to celebrity has been marginalized, due towomen’s traditional status as the main consumers of movingpictures, in which context their sexual attraction to actresseswould be considered taboo. However, he maintains for a degree ofhomosexuality implicit in viewing practices, positing that “cinemahas provided through the star phenomenon the vicarious anddisguised experience of gay feeling for non-gay audiences” (Dyer,1998, p. 17).In his work, Murphy goes a step further and queers this para-digm until the gaze is characterized by a predominant same-sexdesire. By repeatedly casting actors to play against type (the typebeing a wholesome public persona, and the role involving a degreeof sexual deviancy), he subverts stars as phenomena of consump-tion for all audiences and effectively shifts the gaze by explodingthe gay/straight binary. For example, teenage heartthrob NickJonas plays a gay fraternity student in Scream Queens, and Murphyrelishes in framing him sweaty and shirtless in a hypersexualizedworkout scene set to a bass-heavy soundtrack; later, when thecharacter appears to have been murdered, he is laid out on the slabin nothing but a flimsy pair of underwear, with the camera slowlypanning over his muscular body. Evan Peters repeatedly plays asexual deviant in American Horror Story – his iteration in Freak Showis as a character with webbed hands, which he uses to fist under-sexed 1950s housewives for money, while in Murder House he plays amurderous high school student with a penchant for dressing ingimp suits. Murder House also features Dylan McDermott, an actorotherwise known from the formulaic legal drama The Practice, inone of the leading roles. However, American Horror Story findsMcDermott repeatedly disrobed, showering and masturbating inscenes of pure spectacle.With his position as a successful, outspoken and well-connectedgay auteur in mind, Murphy’s strategies suggest more than just anintention to shock and appall. Rather, by subverting the impliedheterocentric male gaze through the spectacle of desire construct-ed in queer terms, both diegetically and extrafilmically, he invites ahomosexual reading that emerges out of an ambivalence ofstraight/gay representation and the constant repositioning ofdesire. In doing so, he mirrors Sedgwick’s claim in “The Epistemol-ogy of the Closet” where, in the context of the homo/heterosexual



SPECTACLES OF SHAME: RYAN MURPHY AS CURATOR OF QUEER CULTURAL MEMORYNIKOLA N. STEPIĆ 79binary, she writes that “contests for discursive power can be speci-fied as competitions for the material or rhetorical leveragerequired to set the terms of, and to profit in some way from, theoperations of such an incoherence of definition” (Sedgwick, 1990,p. 11). Bringing to mind Sedgwick’s claims about the contests fordiscursive power, as well as Dyer’s work in star studies, Murphy’sinteraction with the Hollywood system, which, especially in televi-sion, still functions under fairly rigid standards of production,genre and casting, results in work that surprises by inviting anuncannily queer reading that emerges out of the ambivalence ofbinaries that Sedgwick mentions, such as “masculine/feminine,majority/minority, innocence/initiation” and others (Sedgwick,1990, p. 11).
THE QUEER UNCANNYIn his book Queer Temporalities in Gay Male Representation: Tragedy,Normativity, and Futurity, Dustin Bradley Goltz dedicates a chapterto the analysis of the practice of “gay male identities [adopting] theliterary frame of tragedy as [the] governing strategy for solidifyingheteronormative correctness” (47). The chapter, “Victims in/ofTime: Gay Aging as Ritualized Horror,” traces representations ofgay men in order to argue how “mainstream gay representation [is]a fragmented horror story, a never-ending dance with death thatsituates gay lives in constant relation to dying, loss, and loomingmortality” (Goltz, 2010, p. 49). While representations of gay men asdeviant, menacing figures have a long and sordid history, Goltz’schapter unwittingly engages with Sedgwick’s concerns over discur-sive power in its argument that the normalization of violenceagainst gay men allows “dominant audiences […] to temporarilyidentify with non-normative sexual desires through a gay charac-ter and then redeem themselves and heteronormative perfectionthrough symbolically sacrificing the gay representation” (Goltz,2010, p. 50). What emerges as a critical question in the context ofMurphy’s opus is how this paradigm can be negotiated, consideringthat Murphy himself employs the same strategy. At the center ofnot just American Horror Story, but also Glee and The New Normal, arequeer characters (or gay projections, like Elsa Mars) that arebrutalized, suffering varying degrees of violence, and thus perpetu-ating the mode of gay representation that Goltz outlines.



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/201780 NIKOLA N. STEPIĆWhile Murphy’s shows are almost didactic in their condemnationof violence the marginalized characters experience, they neverthe-less inflict horror on their queer characters and in so doing arecomplicit in the tradition that Goltz outlines. For example, not onebut two seasons of American Horror Story feature horrific versions ofconversion therapy, one pseudoscientific in the 1950s setting ofAsylum and the other more metaphorical, through a rape of ahermaphrodite in Freak Show. An overwhelming problem withMurphy is that his unique brew of television, which flirts with thegenre conventions of horror, pornography and melodrama – threegenres that film theorist Linda Williams claims are marked byexcessive spectacle and a cyclical, repetitive nature (Williams 1991,p. 3) – locates sexuality as a site of trauma. Although trauma isarguably a matter of excess (of emotions, for example), and isexperimented cyclically, the fact remains that Murphy’s work isprimarily conceived as entertainment, and as such counts on trau-ma, and specifically queer trauma, to frighten and entertain.As Harry M. Benshoff puts it, “While the notion of the monsterqueer or sexual outlaw holds a great counter-hegemonic force forsocial and semantic change, it is concomitantly the same stancewhich opponents of gay and lesbian civil rights invoke to demonizethat cause” (256). Thus, it is difficult for Murphy’s “monsterqueers” to escape their marginalized position, especially since thisposition is built into the show’s project as horrific or uncanny.Rooted in Freud’s idea of the unfamiliar, or “the unheimlich,” theuncanny is a method of critically approaching a familiar object ordiscourse by rendering it unfamiliar in order to analyze it from arequired distance (Trigg 2012, p. 33). Richard Dyer, writing onrepresentations of homosexuality and horror in The Culture ofQueers, posits that “all ‘monsters’ in some measure represent thehideous and terrifying form that sexual energies take when they‘return’ from being socially and culturally oppressed” (Dyer 2002,p. 75). In other words, horror becomes a mode of representingsilenced sexuality, simultaneously betraying the silence and push-ing for political usefulness. For the purposes of this paper, I willfocus on vampirism as a way of narrativizing the vengeful uncanny,as it emerges in American Horror Story: Hotel.The fifth iteration of American Horror Story, Hotel focuses on aseries of supernatural occurrences in a contemporary Los Angeleshotel. At the center of the show is the character of the Countess,played by pop music star Lady Gaga, who early in the proceedings is



SPECTACLES OF SHAME: RYAN MURPHY AS CURATOR OF QUEER CULTURAL MEMORYNIKOLA N. STEPIĆ 81revealed to be a vampire. In a scene from the second episode, titled“Chutes and Ladders” and directed by Bradley Buecker, the Coun-tess turns a young model, Tristan (Finn Wittrock), into a vampireand takes him as a lover. The episode features an extended scene ofthe two making love, bathing together and lounging while theCountess recounts her preternaturally long life, at which pointthere is a cut to the interior of New York’s famed nightclub Studio54 sometime in the 1970s. The countess is seen entering the disco-theque on a horse (a reference to Bianca Jagger’s similar entranceto her birthday party at Studio 54 in 1977), dancing and drinkingblood in a frenzy of disco music and strobe lights. The scene thencuts back to the bedroom in present day, where the Countess ismelancholically whispering, “I mourn it still. I think abouteverything that could have been had they all lived. My friends:Andy, Keith, Robert. All that loss.” (Minear, “Chutes and Ladders”)Tristan, unaware that the names correspond to artists AndyWarhol, Keith Haring and Robert Mapplethorpe, asks the Countesswhether those were her victims.In this scene, the creators of American Horror Story (and Murphyas the showrunner specifically) assume the role of historians, reim-agining the queer history of the 1970s and 1980s by mobilizing thetropes of the vampire genre. Through the character of the immor-tal vampire/disco queen, the show ushers in a specifically queerdiscourse on AIDS, but also disco music and the queer art scene.The strategy is reminiscent of Dyer’s comparison of vampirism tohomosexuality as similarly suspicious identities:In most vampire tales, the fact that a character is a vampire is onlygradually discovered – it is a secret that has to be found out. Theanalogy with homosexuality as a secret erotic practice works in twocontradictory ways. On the one hand, the point about sexual orienta-tion is that it doesn’t ‘show’, you can’t tell who is and who isn’t just bylooking; but on the other hand, there is also a widespread discoursethat there are tell-tale signs that someone ‘is’. The vampire mythreproduces this double view in its very structures of suspense. (Dyer,2002, p. 78)The “double view” that Dyer speaks of is another example of theambivalence in the previously discussed heterosexual/homosexualbinary as mobilized by the show. This particular scene, however,serves as an example of how Murphy utilizes a standardized andidentifiable genre of vampire fiction as a metaphor for the emer-gence of queer “monsters” in a revenge against media silence about



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/201782 NIKOLA N. STEPIĆnot just homosexuality, but also queer art, HIV/AIDS and lowculture, all shameful by virtue of being constitutive of the gay iden-tity. The ambivalence of identity is also evident in the Countessreferring to Warhol, Haring and Mapplethorpe by their first names,signaling the circulation of queer cultural memory as somethingthat is still marginal, inviting the more astute (queer?) viewers tofill out the gaps in the representation themselves, while the refer-ences may go over the head of young Tristan, a stand-in for thesegment of the audience uninvested in queer history and culture.Moreover, the Countess’ mourning for the 1970s fits into a largerbody of theory on vampire narratives as ones of melancholia andloss. In her analysis of the 1994 film Interview with a Vampire, thebig-screen adaptation of Anne Rice’s seminal book of the samename and a modern classic of homoeroticism in itself, Maria Yassaargues that vampirism “bears resemblances to grief and melancho-lia” with its repeated tropes of “concealment, timelessness,inaccessibility, the experience of and wish to be dead like the lostobject” (Yassa, 2000, p. 177). Although Yassa’s article does not delveinto the homoerotic undertones of Interview with the Vampire, herdescription of the vampiric state speaks volumes of how and whythe vampire has traditionally been made into a foil for same-sexdesire. The decidedly gloomy qualities Yassa lists are all verbalizedby the Countess as a projection of gay identity in Hotel, in turnreminiscent of Jessica Lange’s Dietrich-esque Elsa Mars in FreakShow. Concealment, existing outside of one’s own time and a close-ness to death, not to mention Yassa’s suggestion of suicidaltendencies, are all constitutive of the proverbial closet, or the expe-rience of coming into one’s own sexuality. Death, specifically, iscentral to this experience, as Monica B. Pearl has noted, the fearand shame in being gay arising from not only the possibility ofdeath by AIDS, but also “death of innocence, death of heterosexualidentity, death of parental/adult authority, death of the naturalorder” (Pearl, 2013, p. 8). In this light, the inclusion of tropes suchas vampirism do not only allow Murphy and his collaborators topay homage to queer history encoded in narratives that typicallyfeature these tropes, but also serve to cast a different light on main-stream, heterocentric culture itself. By resisting the urge toexcessively define much of gay culture present in his work unless itis played as an inside joke, Murphy transforms the queer collectivehistory into the queer uncanny, which in turn aims to appeal toboth audiences in a way reminiscent of Benshoff’s theorization of



SPECTACLES OF SHAME: RYAN MURPHY AS CURATOR OF QUEER CULTURAL MEMORYNIKOLA N. STEPIĆ 83the “monster queer”: “The monster queer may be a sexy, alluring,politically progressive figure to some, while to others […] s/he isstill a social threat which must [be] eradicated” (256). With repeat-ed re-emergence of the queer uncanny through a wealth of culturalreferences, Murphy’s shows (and American Horror Story, whichsimultaneously appropriates and lampoons the traditions of thehorror genre, in particular) are marked by an investment in narra-tive and representational ambiguity, reconstructing familiarnarratives using conventions of “excessive” genres, particularlythrough camp’s “representational excess,” as Cleto puts it, andpresupposing a queer turn towards the past as a dominant model ofstorytelling.CONCLUSION In her essay, “The Monstrous House of Gaga,” Karen E. Macfarlaneunpacks the pop star in terms of her often grotesque visual image-ry, arguing that her persona is “inscribed as a kind of alternativeform of community,” but also “liminal, and the embodiment ofcultural anxieties” (Macfarlane 2012, p. 114). On a continuum ofqueer visual culture that both Marlene Dietrich and Lady Gagabelong to on their respective terms, Gaga’s otherness is explainedas emerging out of equal rights advocacy, and as such represents aproduct of trauma (Macfarlane, 2012, p. 114). Macfarlane’s accountof Lady Gaga’s popularity is compelling, particularly when it comesto the singer’s status as gay icon. Personal trauma, rooted in feel-ings of inadequacy, or the inability to negotiate identity binaries,not to mention collective trauma pertaining to systemic politicaland cultural marginalization of queers, is inscribed in the singer’saudiovisual performance, and in turn inextricably connected toshame as the flipside of queer pride/Pride as the political bottomline.In his text “Why Gay Shame Now?,” Halperin asserts that “theonly gay pride that is endurable is a gay pride that does not forgetits origins in shame” (Halperin 2009, p. 44). Similarly, RyanMurphy’s televisual opus serves as a repository of images, culturalreferences and vocabulary that remediates the language of shame.Moreover, these vernacular elements, coupled with direction thatbears Murphy’s stamp either through his role as director or show-runner, form narratives that convey gay shame as a strategy ofresistance by employing it as an uncanny vernacular that seeks tocomplicate the conventions of mainstream media. In his simultane-ous exploitation of contemporary forms and queer cultural staples,
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COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/201786 NIKOLA N. STEPIĆсвојој књизи ЕdисOемолоfија „ормара“. Овакво разумевање квиркул[уре и qоли[ике моли за анализом иQеје квир с[иQа у савре-меној qоqуларној кул[ури.Оqус Рајана Марфија, јеQноn оQ најусqешнијих филмских и [е-левизијских [вораца Qанашњице, означен је с[алним Qијалоnомса ис[оријским qлоQовима квир кул[уре. Поqуларни оQзив којињеnови qројек[и qо�уђују великим је Qелом изазван Марфијевомин[еракцијом са квир кул[уром, а qосе�но начин на који је [аис[а кул[ура реар[икулисана за ширу qу�лику. Овај раQ qрис[у-qа с[иQу као неразQвојивом елемен[у колек[ивне квир меморијеу Марфијевој серији Америчка хорор dрича, nQе се квир меморијаqојављује кроз алузије на квир иконе, филмску [раQицију и [елана екрану Qа �и се Qаље Qеконс[руисала. Кроз квир и филмску[еорију, овај есеј [ре[ира Марфијев квир визуелни речник као је-зови[е елемен[е који кроз језик qоqуларне [елевизије и с наnла-ском на [елесно Qес[а�илизују конвенције хорор жанра и [еле-визије, у ис[о време леnи[имишући али и ексqлоа[ишући „срам-не“ ка[еnорије квир искус[ва као ш[о су [раума, qре[еранос[,љу�ав ка Qивама и кемq. Коначно, овај раQ qрис[уqа Марфијевојколекцији „срамо[них“ [елесних qриказа, у алеnоријском и �у-квалном смислу, у циљу евалуације qосреQничкоn qо[енцијалаових слика као својеврсноn вока�улара квир с[иQа.КЉУЧНЕ РЕЧИ: Америчка хорор dрича, кeмq, Qива, хорор, ЛеQи Гаnа, МарленДи[рих, qоqуларна кул[ура, квир меморија, квир с[иQ, РајанМарфи, [елевизија, језови[о.Овај чланак је о�јављен и Qис[ри�уира се qоQ лиценцом Creative CommonsАу[орс[во-Некомерцијално МеђунароQна 4.0 (CC BY-NC 4.0 | https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/).This paper is published and distributed under the terms and conditions of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial International 4.0 licence (CC BY-NC 4.0 | https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/).


